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High-Brightness Electron Source Lab (HBESL) 

•  Mission: R&D on e- 
sources and lasers 

•  Facilities: 
–  ultra-fast laser system  
–  1.3-GHz RF gun+  

beamline 
•  Recent/on-going experiments: 

–  2-photon e- emission from Cs2Te, 
–  field-emission from diamond arrays, 
–  high-current field-emission from CNT 
–  VUV light via inverse Compton scatt. 
–  tailored e- bunch with laser spatio-temporal shaping. 
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Field Emission (FE) &  
Carbon-nanotube (CNT) Cathodes 
•  Current density 

•  FE is appealing: no need for an  
ultra-stable auxiliary laser system 

•  Single emitter  small transverse  
emittances 

•  Array of field emitters  high current w. 
reduced beam quality, or patterned beams 
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Pulsed field emission 

•  Pulsed field emission can be realized by 
locating the field emitter in a t-dependent field 

•  single-frequency RF 
gun not ideal: rms  
emission time is  

•  experiments at  
HBESL uses a  
1.3-GHz gun… 
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We report on the first successful operation of a field-emitter-array cathode in a conventional L-band radio-
frequency electron source. The cathode consisted of an array of ⇠ 106 diamond tips on pyramids. Maximum
current on the order of 15 mA were reached and the cathode did not show appreciable signs of fatigue after
weeks of operation. The measured Fowler-Nordheim characteristics, transverse beam density, and current
stability are discussed.

PACS numbers: 29.27.-a, 41.85.-p, 41.75.Fr

Over the past years, field-emission (FE) electron
sources have been the subject of intense investigations
due to several advantages they o↵er over photoemis-
sion and thermionic sources. The main advantages of
FE sources stem from their ability to produce very low-
emittance bunched beams, their capability to generate
high-average current beams, and the absence of require-
ment for an auxiliary laser system. A single-tip FE cath-
ode emits electrons from a very small transverse area and
can therefore produce beams with extremely small, near
quantum-degenerate, transverse emittances1,2. When ar-
ranged as large arrays, field-emission-array (FEA) cath-
odes can provide substantial average currents3 to the
detriment of emittance which then scales linearly with
the FEA macroscopic radius4,5.

Pulsed field-emission occurs when a FE cathode
experiences a time-dependent field, e.g., when located
in a resonant radiofrequency (RF) cavity. Taking the
example of a cylindrical-symmetric resonant pillbox
cavity operating on the TM010 mode with axial electric
field Ez(r = 0, z, t) = E0 cos(2⇡ft), where f and E0

are respectively the field frequency and peak amplitude,
field-emitted bunches have a root-mean-square (rms)
duration �t ' !�1[�eE0/B(�)]1/2 where ! ⌘ 2⇡f . The
latter pulse duration is obtained by taking the current
density to follow the Fowler-Nordheim’s (F-N) law6

j(t) = A(�)�2
eE(t)2 exp[�B(�)/(�eE(t))] where A(�)

and B(�) are functions of the work function � of the
cathode material and �e is a field-enhancement factor7,8.
Nominally, the bunch rms duration is a significant
fraction of the RF field period typically resulting in

beams with large energy spread. This limitation can
however be circumvented by exposing the FE cathode
to superimposed electromagnetic fields operating at
harmonic frequencies with properly tuned relative
phases and amplitudes. A practical implementation
of this technique consists in a RF gun supporting two
harmonic modes with axial electric fields9.

In this letter we report on the first operation of a dia-
mond FEA (DFEA) cathode in a conventional L-band
RF gun nominally operated with a Cesium Telluride
(Cs2Te) photocathode. The DFEA is composed of un-
gated diamond pyramids which have proven to be rugged.
Depending on the size and pitch of the pyramids, tests
under DC voltages have showed field emission to begin
at macroscopic fields E0 ' 5 MV/m, and peak currents
per tip as high as 15 µA has been obtained10.

The geometry of the DFEA cathode used for the ex-
periment reported below appears in Fig. 1(a,b). It con-
sists of diamond tips on pyramids with their extremi-
ties separated by ⇠ 10 µm deposited on a 6-mm-radius
circular area corresponding to 1.1 ⇥ 106 tips. The typi-
cal pyramid base is ⇠ 4 µm and the radius of curvature
of the tip is ⇠ 10 nm. Electrostatic simulations per-
formed with the finite-di↵erence element program pois-

son

11, indicate that local fields in excess of ⇠ 0.9 GV/m
are achieved at the tip when subjected to a macroscopic
field E0 = 30 MV/m (corresponding to �e ⇠ 30); see
Fig. 1(c,d).

The cathode pattern was formed using a mold-transfer
process13. Oxidized Si wafers are patterned to produces

macroscopic field 
on cathode 

rf 
frequency 



Experimental setup 
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Cathode 
substrate 

Mo cathode 
holder 

RadiaBeam 
cathode mount 

for DC tests 

~10 µm 

[see also J. Hartzell et al., Proc. NAPAC’13 (2013)] 
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Fowler-Nordheim plot 



Beam current + beam density 
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Observation of pulsed field emission 

•  electromagnetic pick-up located downstream of 
the electron source used to detect bunch e.m. 
fields 

•  observed 1.3 GHz  
and harmonic (up  
to 4th harm).  

•  inferred bunch  
length is ~ 50-70 ps 

•  no significant   
dependence on  
applied E field  
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3

spring. For these studies a standard Cs2Te photocathode
– a Mo cathode holder coated with Cs and Te layers – was
first used to quantify the spurious field-emission current
as recorded by the FC. The DFEA cathode was then in-
serted and its current was measured for several forward
power levels. Figure 3 compares the measured current
and confirms that the spurious current induced by the
Cu-Be RF spring did not appreciably contribute to our
measurements as no significant emission current was de-
tected (I  50 µA within the noise level) with the Cs2Te
cathode. Maximum currents in excess of 15 mA were
measured with the DFEA cathode. The current wave-
form slow rising time for t 2 [�10, 5] µs is consistent with
the e-fold filling time of the RF gun ⌧ = Q/! ' 3 µs15.

A sample of F-N characteristics recorded over several
days of operations and for di↵erent cases appear in Fig. 4.
The curves all have similar slopes at high fields [⌫ ⌘
B(�)/�e = 129.5 ± 6.2] for the cathode in its nominal
position (with its emitting surface flush with the RF gun
backplate). A somewhat di↵erent slope is observed (⌫0 =
213.2 ± 0.5) when the cathode is retracted by ⇠ 2 mm.
For all cases, the start-up macroscopic field is estimated
to E0 ' 20 MV/m.
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FIG. 4. F-N plots (a) for the nominal (green, blue, black

traces) and retracted (red) cathode position. For the nominal

cases, the black and blue traces were respectively taken 10 and

59 days later than the green trace). The inset (b) displays the

current evolution versus macroscopic field amplitude.

During the running period, the vacuum level was mon-
itored and did not appreciably deteriorate ( 1.2 ⇥
10�9 Torr). The current was also recorded for long
period of time (typically up to one to two hours); see
Fig. 5. An apparent current drift was observed and
tracked back to the klystron power drifting in time. Ac-
counting for the E-field drift by computing an “instan-
taneous” F-N slope as µ ⌘ E0 ⇥ ln(I/E2

0) indicates that
the emission is stable with typical relative rms variation

h[(�µ)/µ]2i
1/2

' 0.37%. In practice correlated changes
due to klystron-power drifts can easily be mitigated us-
ing a slow feedback loop.
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FIG. 5. Long-term stability studies for two cases of elec-

tric field value (initial setup points E0 ' 23 MV/m for

0  t < 3800 s and E0 ' 21.7 MV/m for 3800  t < 9000 s).

Evolution of the beam current (a), macroscopic field E0 (b)

and relative change in the F-N slope µ (c). A time-integrated

histogram of (�µ)/µ is shown in (c).
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FIG. 6. Longitudinal phase spaces at z = 0.63 (a) and

z = 1.0 m (b) from the DFEA cathode and beam’s rms sizes

(c) and mean momentum (d) evolutions along the beamline

shown in Fig. 2. The parameters are statistically evaluated

over a single bunch (and not the full train). The data point

labeled “meas.” in plot (d) corresponds to the measured beam

momentum.

To complement our measurement and gain further un-
derstanding of the beam dynamics of the field-emitted
bunch we carry numerical simulation using the astra

program16. In our simulations only the macroscopic fea-
tures of the DFEA were incorporated: we model the
emission as a source of electron with initial Gaussian
temporal distribution with rms duration �t =

1
2⇡f

p
E0/⌫

(using the experimental values of ⌫). The corresponding



Summary/Future 

•  Preliminary data on field emission from carbon-
nanotube cathode are encouraging 

•  current in excess of 300 mA have been 
observed 

•  current stability was  
measured to be <5%  
over ~4 hours 

•  Smaller-area cathode  
being prepared at CNSI 

•  Next round of tests (June) 
will focus on beam emittance measurements 
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